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WATERMANS BEACH 

Statement by Member for Carine 
MR A. KRSTICEVIC (Carine) [12.52 pm]: As the member for Carine, I am pleased that our popular 
Watermans Beach is set to benefit from a state-of-the-art coastal management solution that will investigate how 
to address the very real and serious problem of coastal erosion. The Department of Transport has set aside 
$250 000 for the implementation of erosion protection works, subject to a review of a formal funding request 
from the City of Stirling. This will help to assist with emergency protection issues that may arise during the 
winter months to manage future coastal erosion. The City of Stirling will apply to receive funding once a 
decision has been made on which option to select for the emergency protection work. I praise the City of Stirling 
for the amazing job that it has done in controlling the situation and restricting sand loss at Watermans Beach 
throughout the winter months. Several months ago, the City of Stirling put in place some well liners and geo-
bags filled with sand to protect the lavatory block at Watermans Bay. It is crucial for local governments to work 
in partnership with the state government to ensure infrastructure is protected and facilities are managed so that 
members of the community can enjoy the beaches. The City of Stirling’s 6.5 kilometres of coastal dunes and 
beaches is one of the most attractive and heavily used sections of the Perth metropolitan coastline. I would like 
to thank Minister O’Brien and Minister Faragher for actively working with me and the City of Stirling on this 
issue. I would also like to thank Premier Barnett for also visiting Watermans Beach. Finally, many thanks to Rae 
Kolb, convenor of the Stirling Natural Environment Coastcare, and the many volunteers who have committed to 
restoration and maintenance programs along our coastline. 
 


